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Abstract

Cognitive control requires the suppression of distracting information in order to focus on task-relevant information. We applied EEG source reconstruction via time-frequency linear constrained minimum variance beamforming to help elucidate the neural mechanisms involved in spatial conflict processing. Human subjects performed a Simon task, in which conflict was induced by incongruence between spatial location and response hand. We found an early (~200 ms post-stimulus) conflict modulation in stimulus-contralateral parietal gamma (30–50 Hz), followed by a later alpha-band (8–12 Hz) conflict modulation, suggesting an early detection of spatial conflict and inhibition of spatial location processing. Inter-regional connectivity analyses assessed via cross-frequency coupling of theta (4–8 Hz), alpha, and gamma power revealed conflict-induced shifts in cortical network interactions: Congruent trials (relative to incongruent trials) had stronger coupling between frontal theta and stimulus-contralateral parietal alpha/gamma power, whereas incongruent trials had increased theta coupling between medial frontal and lateral frontal regions. These findings shed new light into the large-scale network dynamics of spatial conflict processing, and how those networks are shaped by oscillatory interactions.

Introduction

Cognitive control is crucial to goal-directed behavior, and includes our ability to adapt behavior according to conflicts, errors, or negative performance feedback [1]. One major aspect of cognitive control is inhibiting irrelevant and distracting information while focusing on task-relevant information. The medial frontal cortex (MFC) is believed to be the fulcrum of the cognitive control system, by signaling behaviorally relevant events, particularly those with negative valence such as response conflict, errors, and negative feedback [1,2,3]. These signals are used to recruit other prefrontal structures to facilitate implementing behavioral adjustments [4,5], as well as directly implementing adjustments [6]. One commonly used task for studying conflict and cognitive control is the Simon task, in which subjects respond according to stimulus color while ignoring task-irrelevant spatial information.

Conflict is induced when, for example, the stimulus appears in the right visual hemifield but requires a left-hand response. One advantage of the Simon task over, for example, the standard flankers task, is that the Simon task is amenable to anatomically specific hypotheses, because the conflict-producing dimension (spatial location) can be localized with noninvasive techniques like EEG or MEG. The objective of this experiment was to use EEG recordings and source space reconstruction to localize and characterize the network dynamics of cognitive control during spatial conflict processing.

Neural computations in the MFC, and its interactions with other cortical and subcortical areas, seem to be coordinated by electrophysiological oscillations in the theta (4–8 Hz) band [7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15]. Our and others’ recent findings suggest that MFC acts as a “hub” for large-scale network formation and information integration [16], and that the theta band is the substrate of functional communication between MFC and task-relevant areas of lateral prefrontal cortex [7,13], occipital cortex [17,18], motor cortex [19], and the ventral striatum [20].

On the other hand, posterior parietal regions have also been implicated in spatial conflict processing. FMRI studies show parietal activation during spatial conflict tasks [21,22,23,24], and lateralized event-related potentials also confirm contralateral posterior involvement in spatial conflict [25]. Furthermore, conflict in only one visual hemifield modulates activity selectively at contralateral posterior parietal electrodes [26]. Transcranial magnetic stimulation to parietal areas attenuates the Simon effect [27,28], maximally with stimulation around 130–160 ms after stimulus-onset [29]; similar effects are obtained when stimulating the frontal eye fields [30]. On the other hand, studies on spatial information processing implicate regions in the posterior parietal cortex (the “dorsal stream”) [31,32], particularly in the right hemisphere [33]. These effects are often studied using event-related potentials, but spatial attention and spatial information processing are also supported by alpha-band [13,34] and gamma-band [35,36] oscillations.

Thus, it appears that both frontal and posterior parietal regions are implicated in conflict resolution, particularly when the conflict results from task-distracting spatial information. This leads to the hypothesis that frontal and parietal regions form a functionally coupled network during spatial conflict processing. Large-scale...
networks between frontal and parietal areas have been identified during working memory [37,38], sensory decision-making [36], and cued attention tasks [39,40]. It remains unknown how this network might facilitate spatial conflict resolution, although frontoparietal connectivity has been observed during errors [18,41], and these networks seem to be disrupted in ADHD [42].

The purpose of the present study was to investigate how parietal cortex and MFC form a network to resolve response conflict induced by incongruence between spatial position and the required response hand. Our main hypothesis was that parietal alpha and/or gamma activity, contralateral to the stimulus presentation hemifield, would be modulated by conflict, and that connectivity between parietal alpha/gamma and frontal theta would also be modulated by conflict. We applied linear constrained minimum variance beamforming, which is a source reconstruction technique that involves designing a series of spatial filters, based on electrode positions, brain anatomy, and time-varying changes in frequency-band specific activity covariances. These spatial filters allow the estimation of time-frequency dynamics in brain space. Because beamforming has not previously been applied to EEG response conflict tasks, we also replicated conflict effects previously observed at the scalp-level (e.g., midfrontal theta conflict modulation and connectivity with lateral prefrontal regions).

Results

Behavioral Results

Behavioral analyses were computed using SPSS software with a repeated-measures ANOVA for “stimulus hemifield” X “condition” on reaction times (RTs) and accuracy rates, on trials following congruent trials. As expected, RTs were faster on congruent compared to incongruent trials (repeated-measures ANOVA; $F_{1,19} = 44.02, p < .001$). There was no main effect of stimulus hemifield ($F_{1,19} = 1.89, p = .185$) or interaction ($F_{1,19} = 3.68, p = 0.070$) (Figure 1b). Overall, behavior results showed a robust conflict effect, with a trend towards increased conflict effect for left- compared to right-hemifield stimulus trials. On trials following incongruent trials, there were no statistically significant main effects or interactions ($F$s<3). The lack of behavioral manifestation of conflict following incongruent trials is consistent with known trial sequence effects in cognitive control tasks, particularly the Simon task [43].

Conflict-related Power in Electrode-level Analyses

We first analyzed the electrode-level data, shown in Figures 2a, 3a, and 4a. Replicating several previous studies, we found significantly increased theta power, localized to electrode FCz, for high- compared to congruent trials, around 300–450 ms post-stimulus (Figure 2a), which was statistically robust when pooling left- and right-hemifield trials. Alpha-band activity showed ipsilateral conflict-related suppression around 600 to 900 ms (Figure 3a). Finally, gamma-band (30–50 Hz) activity showed no supra-threshold results (Figure 4a).

Conflict-related Power in Source-level Analyses

Based on the scalp-level analyses, we hypothesized that posterior MFC areas such as the dorsal anterior cingulate or pre-SMA/ SMA would exhibit a theta power conflict modulation. We observed that incongruent compared to congruent trials were associated with increased theta power in posterior MFC in the pre-SMA/SMA area (see Figure 2 for MNI center coordinates). This was significant for both left- and right-hemifield trials (Figure 2b–c), and was significant from 200 to 600 ms. This conflict modulation was not observed following incongruent trials (Figure 2c, bottom row), demonstrating that the MFC theta increase reflects online conflict processing and not other task features that are common across trials following congruent and incongruent trials.

Alpha-band activity showed significant conflict-related power that was enhanced in lateral parietal/sensorimotor areas in the stimulus hemifield-contralateral hemispheric, and suppressed in the ipsilateral hemisphere, around 600–900 ms (this is after the mean RT and thus during the inter-trial-interval) (Figure 3b–c). Note that alpha activity was in all cases was suppressed relative to the pre-stimulus baseline, and thus the “positive” activations were driven by relatively less suppression, as seen in the bar plots in Figure 3c. Interestingly, alpha activity showed a highly similar pattern of results following congruent and incongruent trials (Figure 3c). Thus, it appears that contra-lateral posterior alpha activity is related to the stimulus physical position, rather than the online conflict processing per se.

Gamma-band (30–50 Hz) power showed an early conflict effect in parietal regions contralateral to stimulus presentation, beginning around 200 ms post-stimulus (Figure 4b–c). Inspection of the change in power from baseline shows that, similar to alpha, the relative increase in stimulus-contralateral gamma power for incongruent trials actually reflected relatively less suppression, compared to congruent trials. The main differences between the pattern of task-related alpha and gamma power are the lack of conflict-related suppression ipsilateral to stimulus hemifield, which is present for alpha but not for gamma, and that the alpha effect was several hundred ms after the gamma effect. Similar to the MFC theta effect, and in contrast to the posterior alpha effect, there was no significant modulation of conflict in contralateral parietal gamma following incongruent trials (left and right parietal cortex, respectively: $t_{19} = -1.23$ and 0.31, $p=0.23$ and 0.76; Figure 4c). Thus, early parietal stimulus-contra-lateral gamma activity reflected online conflict processing and was not significantly modulated simply by the location of the stimuli.

Connectivity with MFC Theta

We performed a connectivity analysis that was designed to reveal patterns of connectivity with MFC theta over time, frequency, and space (see Methods; results are shown in Figures 5 and 6). For connectivity analyses, we focused only on trials following congruent trials. Based on previous sensor-level and dipole-modeling studies of frontal theta during conflict tasks [7,11,13,19], we hypothesized that the MFC theta region identified in the power analysis (Figure 2b) would exhibit conflict-modulated connectivity with lateral prefrontal areas. Consistent with previous findings, MFC theta was significantly coupled to lateral PFC theta (in particular, in the left inferior frontal gyrus), as revealed in the contrast of incongruent vs. congruent trials (pooling over left- and right-hemifield trials) (Figure 5a; see also red line in Figure 7). Inspection of connectivity per condition in Figure 5b shows that there was significant theta-band connectivity during both left and right hemifield incongruent trials, and no significant MFC-lateral PFC connectivity during congruent trials. Time-frequency maps of correlation coefficients in Figure 5c confirm the specificity of the correlation to the theta band, particularly during left hemifield incongruent trials (as well as some trend-level coupling between MFC theta and lateral PFC gamma). Cross-subjects correlation analyses shown that those with stronger conflict-related MFC-lateral PFC networks had smaller conflict adaptation effects ($p = 0.02$, Figure 5b).
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Figure 1. Overview of task (A) and behavioral results (B). "L" and "R" indicate trials in which the stimulus was presented on the left and right side of the screen, respectively. "cC" and "cI" indicate congruent and incongruent trials, respectively, following congruent trials.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0057293.g001

We next tested for connectivity in the alpha and gamma bands. Although we did not have strict hypotheses concerning exactly where and when connectivity would emerge, we generally expected to find connectivity with posterior parietal areas in the alpha and/or gamma bands, based on their conflict modulations. We observed, in contrast to the conflict-related increase in MFC-lateral PFC coupling, a significant decrease in conflict-related coupling between MFC theta and posterior parietal alpha, as seen in Figure 5d-f; see also blue line in Figure 7). Note that the negative activation is a difference between correlation coefficients; we therefore inspected the coefficients separately per condition. Bar plots in Figure 5e show that the correlation between MFC theta and parietal alpha was positive, and decreased on incongruent trials, becoming non-significant for right hemifield trials. The relative decrease in coupling occurred largely after the mean RT, which can also be seen in Figure 7. Because the seed region was MFC theta from 200 to 600 ms later, during the inter-trial-interval. For convenience, we will refer to this network as the “alpha-related” network, to disentangle it from the network described in the next section.

It seems that incongruent compared to congruent trials are associated with a shift in network configuration from frontal-parietal (congruent trials) to MFC-lateral PFC (incongruent trials). The robustness of this shift was confirmed by a significant main effect of “network” in a hemifield X “network” (MFC-lateral PFC theta vs. MFC-parietal alpha) repeated-measures ANOVA on the difference in correlation coefficients between incongruent and congruent trials (F1,19 = 23.43, p<0.001). This ANOVA was performed post-hoc, inspired by the observed pattern of results.

Connectivity with Parietal Gamma

Because parietal gamma was the earliest modulation of power by the conflict manipulation, we used these regions as seeds for the next connectivity analysis. Although we did not have strict hypotheses concerning exactly where and when connectivity would emerge, we hypothesized that stimulus-contralateral parietal gamma-seeded connectivity would be observed with frontal regions in the theta band. We found that theta power in right ventrolateral PFC exhibited a significant conflict-related change in functional connectivity with parietal gamma (Figure 6a; see also black line in Figure 7). Inspection of the correlation coefficients for each condition (Figure 6b) shows that parietal gamma-PFC theta correlations were positive for congruent trials, but non-significant or trending towards negative for incongruent trials. Left hemifield-only trials showed a more extensive PFC network including dorsolateral PFC and MFC, with conflict-related decoupling between theta and right parietal gamma power (results not shown).

Thus, the pattern of conflict-modulation of connectivity was similar as that between MFC theta and parietal alpha. Applying the same post-hoc repeated-measures ANOVA as before but
substituting parietal alpha-MFC theta correlations for parietal gamma-ventrolateral PFC theta correlations also revealed a significant cross-over interaction (F1,19 = 12.57, p = 0.002). For convenience, we will refer to this network as the “gamma-related” network in the Discussion.

Discussion

Here we characterized frontal-parietal networks involved in processing and resolving spatial conflict, involving MFC theta, and parietal gamma and alpha activity contralateral to the stimulus presentation hemifield. These findings reveal dynamic interactions among large-scale cortical networks during spatial conflict processing.

Parietal-Frontal Dynamics and Spatial Conflict

substituting parietal alpha-MFC theta correlations for parietal gamma-ventrolateral PFC theta correlations also revealed a significant cross-over interaction (F1,19 = 12.57, p = 0.002). For convenience, we will refer to this network as the “gamma-related” network in the Discussion.

Discussion

Here we characterized frontal-parietal networks involved in processing and resolving spatial conflict, involving MFC theta, and parietal gamma and alpha activity contralateral to the stimulus presentation hemifield. These findings reveal dynamic interactions among large-scale cortical networks during spatial conflict processing.

Medial Frontal Cortex and Conflict Processing

The electrode-level findings displayed in Figure 2a replicate results from several previous papers implicating midfrontal topographical regions in conflict processing. Conflict modulations of MFC theta are observed across several different conflict-inducing tasks [44,45], including conflict at the stimulus- and response-levels [19] and semantic level [13]. Further, MFC theta-band activity shows conflict- and error-related directed synchronization to occipital regions after errors [18], even those made unconsciously [17]. Here, beamforming identified the posterior medial frontal cortex as being the likely generator of this effect. While dipole fitting studies typically report the anterior cingulate cortex as the main generator [46], the present data seem to...
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emphasize more superficial sources in the SMA/preSMA region, consistent with other distributed source imaging studies [47]. Assuming that areas in the posterior MFC (anterior cingulate cortex and the SMA/preSMA) act as a generic and high-level conflict monitoring and action selection systems during cognitive control tasks [1,49], it is not surprising that the conflict-related activity did not distinguish between left- and right-hemifield trials. Conflict-related theta was not observed following incongruent trials, consistent with the lack of behavioral conflict effect after incongruent trials. It is believed that the cognitive control system is maximally active following incongruent trials, such that conflict can be rapidly and adequately processed; in contrast, phasic activation of conflict monitoring systems are preferentially activated after congruent trials [1,43,48]. Thus, the absence of a conflict modulation of MFC theta following incongruent trials helps link MFC theta to online conflict processing rather than stimulus or trial features.

Parietal Cortex and Spatial Conflict Processing

Conflict processing/resolution are not uniquely computed via theta-band dynamics in the MFC. Rather, a network of brain regions is necessary to coordinate the identification and resolution of conflict, and MFC theta activity appears to be a hub within this network [16]. The involvement of posterior parietal areas in conflict processing has been identified in spatial conflict tasks such as a lateralized flankers task [26], although an oscillatory correlate of a role of parietal cortex in the Simon task has not yet been identified.

Thus, a novel finding in our study is the identification of an early stimulus-locked conflict modulation of parietal gamma-band (30–50 Hz) activity in the hemisphere contralateral to stimulus presentation. From the bar plots in Figures 3c and 4c, it is apparent that this gamma-band conflict-effect reflected relatively less gamma-band suppression with respect to the pre-stimulus baseline. Given that spatial information is always irrelevant in the Simon task (though it is either conflicting or facilitatory), we speculate that the pattern of results suggests that spatial processing in parietal cortex was kept under task-related inhibition, but was captured by exogenous attention during incongruent trials. One might argue that the contra-lateral gamma band effect reflected motor preparation or sensory-motor transformation rather than conflict per se. However, the lack of a stimulus-contralateral effect following incongruent trials (when subjects exhibited no behavioral manifestation of the effect of conflict) clearly links this gamma dynamic to online conflict processing rather than motor preparation or sensory-motor transformation (which would be present on all trials regardless of previous trial events).

We interpret these results to indicate that during the Simon task, parietal areas involved in spatial attention were “captured” by the stimulus (early gamma effect), and then subsequently were actively inhibited to prevent the irrelevant spatial information from affecting task performance (later alpha effect). Indeed, gamma is thought to reflect active processing [49] whereas several theories implicate alpha in goal-directed inhibition of task-irrelevant information [50,51]. However, considering that the alpha-band effect occurred later than the gamma effect, and the lack of significant correlation between alpha-band activity and behavioral conflict, it is possible that the alpha response did not reflect a process critical to “online” conflict processing and resolution, but rather reflected a process more related to temporally extended dynamics, such as a lingering inhibition to the irrelevant and conflict-producing spatial information. Indeed, parietal alpha was the only dynamic examined here that exhibited a significant conflict effect following incongruent trials, suggesting that the posterior alpha activity reflects the spatial incongruence present on each trial, rather than online conflict resolution. Post-conflict/error alpha dynamics have been previously reported to occur between response and next trial onset [18,52,53], although the present findings do not fit entirely into this literature, as described below. Perhaps these interpretations could be tested more specifically in future studies in which the extent to which spatial information is relevant is specifically manipulated.

Complementary Large-scale Cortical Networks during Congruent vs. Incongruent Conditions

We identified two types of cortical networks: One involving medial frontal and lateral prefrontal regions that operate in the theta band, and one involving stimulus-contralateral parietal cortex and areas of prefrontal cortex that exhibit cross-frequency coupling between frontal theta and parietal alpha and gamma.

The prefrontal-theta network increased in connectivity during incongruent trials, and exhibited no significant connectivity during congruent trials. This replicates previous work using single-dipole solutions [13] and Laplacian-transformed electrode data [7,16,54]. The present results thus contribute to this literature by confirming conflict-related enhanced theta-band connectivity using a different spatial filtering approach–beamforming–instead of phase synchronization as in previous studies. In addition, they appear to point specifically to the IFG, an area that has been implicated in action inhibition and action override [48,55].

Of more novelty, however, is the identification of the alpha-related and gamma-related frontal-parietal network, which utilizes cross-frequency coupling (frontal theta and parietal alpha and gamma activity), and is significantly more engaged during congruent compared to incongruent trials. Long-range cross-frequency coupling has been identified as an important means of communication between brain regions [56,57]. The connectivity between stimulus-contralateral parietal gamma and ventrolateral prefrontal theta-band activity a few hundred milliseconds later may reflect the parietal cortex providing “bottom-up” information during congruent trials (when the spatial information facilitates task processing), which is suppressed during incongruent trials (when the spatial information impairs task processing), perhaps to facilitate inhibition of the conflicting spatial location and its corresponding hand. These are speculative interpretations, and therefore should be confirmed in future studies, for example by manipulating the extent to which distracting spatial information provides a bottom-up signal (that is, the extent to which it “pops out”). Furthermore, this interaction may be specific to tasks involving salient spatial features. Other cognitive control tasks that manipulate conflict may utilize comparable mechanisms of providing feed-forward information, such as occipital cortex for visual/perceptual conflict tasks [17,18]. It is not clear why this correlation was significantly positive only from right parietal cortex (left-hemifield stimuli). It is possible that this asymmetry is related to a right-hemisphere dominance for orienting attention [33] and early spatial conflict processing [29].

The alpha-related network was complementary in some ways to the gamma-related network: both involved interactions between parietal and frontal areas, and both were suppressed during
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incongruent compared to congruent trials. They diverged in other spatial and temporal aspects: whereas the gamma-related network involved early parietal activity and later PFC activity, the alpha-related network involved early MFC activity and later parietal alpha activity. Indeed, the correlation with alpha peaked at around 700 ms, over 200 ms after the mean RT and thus during the intertrial-interval. Thus, the functional significance of this network interaction during spatial conflict resolution is unclear. Previous studies on the role of inter-trial-interval alpha and conflict/errors have suggested that this alpha power reflects a more general attention mechanism [18, 52]. Here, however, the alpha activity remained lateralized with respect to stimulus location, suggesting a more task- and trial-specific lingering suppression of the irrelevant stimulus hemifield. The findings also do not readily fit into currently popular theories of alpha: There is no visual perception during maximal alpha power/connectivity, so ideas of phase-pulsed stimulus processing [50, 51], attentional selection [50], memory selection/maintenance [58], or temporal expectation [59] do not seem immediately relevant (note that the intertrial interval was jittered and the trial-to-trial mapping of stimulus-hemifield was balanced across trials).

**Advantages of EEG Beamforming for Studying Conflict Processing**

There are three advantages of applying adaptive frequency band-specific beamformers to cognitive scalp electrophysiology data. The first is that the adaptive spatial filter increases sensitivity for resolving activity that might be otherwise difficult to measure at the electrode level. For example, gamma-band activity might not show supra-threshold results due to decreased signal-to-noise, but to the extent that this activity has a reliable spatial configuration, spatial filters such as beamformers are more likely to recover these patterns of activity, even with only 64 electrodes (typical MEG beamforming applications use 200–300 sensors).

A second advantage of beamformers is that they are designed to reconstruct both the phase-locked and non-phase-locked activity. This is because the weights are constructed in part from time-varying, frequency band-specific, electrode-by-electrode covariance matrices. This can be contrasted with single dipole solutions, which are typically based on one time point of phase-locked/evoked activity.

A third advantage is the increased spatial precision and region-specific interpretation of EEG activity. Although the spatial resolution of EEG and MEG is clearly inferior to MRI, the spatial resolution of scalp EEG can be improved through the application of beamforming, which can give results that are comparable to MRI localization under ideal conditions of highly anatomically accurate forward models [60]. Although we did not use such anatomically precise forward models in the present study, future developments in forward model computation and electrode position measurements will further improve the spatial accuracy of beamforming reconstruction.

**Limitations**

The main methodological limitation of this study is the decreased accuracy resulting from 64 electrodes and a lack of subject-specific anatomical forward models. This is sufficient for beamforming but results in greater uncertainty in source localization and decreased anatomical precision [61, 62, 63], and thus the spatial precision of the present study is considerably lower than that of functional MRI. In this sense, the purpose of using source reconstruction in the present study was not to answer the question “Where exactly in the brain does this occur?” but rather to utilize the mathematical framework of beamforming to construct adaptive spatial-temporal-frequency filters to highlight...
specific features of the data that might otherwise be difficult to detect at the level of the scalp. Improved spatial precision and accuracy could be achieved using high-density EEG (e.g., 128 or 256 electrodes) and subject-specific head models, and MEG recordings.

Because of the limited precision in anatomical localization, we focused on the inhibition of the task-irrelevant dimension (spatial location), rather than on the processing of the task-relevant dimension (stimulus color). Presumably, while spatial location information was suppressed, color processing was enhanced, as has been suggested for other stimulus features [64,65]. It is unclear whether similar or different neurocognitive and oscillatory mechanisms are involved in activating task-relevant information compared to suppressing task-irrelevant information. Unfortunately, visual cortical areas involved in color processing (for example, V4/a) are difficult to localize precisely with 64-channel EEG because they are smaller and deeper sources (compared to MFC and parietal areas, which are larger and closer to the skull).

The time-lag in the parietal-frontal correlations is compelling and the temporal order of these neural events suggests a causal flow of information. However, causality per se is more difficult to establish in this dataset. Commonly used analysis methods for directed connectivity (e.g., Granger prediction and other related bivariate autoregressive modeling approaches) are not well suited for delays of hundreds of milliseconds because of the large number of free parameters that would be required, and have not yet been established for cross-frequency interactions. Combining the data analysis protocol of this study with stimulation of prefrontal or...
parietal areas via transcranial magnetic [29] or electrical stimulation would be an important follow-up to determine the causal contributions of prefrontal and parietal areas to spatial conflict processing and resolution.

Conclusions

The application of beamforming to EEG data collected during a Simon task revealed the involvement of complementary cortical networks during the processing and resolution of action conflict. One network involves interactions between posterior MFC and ventrolateral PFC that operate in the theta band. It appears that when action conflicts are detected in MFC, additional activation in the IFG is recruited in order to support the inhibition and override of incorrect action. A second network involves interactions between stimulus-contralateral parietal cortex and ventrolateral PFC through cross-frequency coupling between parietal gamma and frontal theta. This connectivity may represent feed-forward activation from parietal cortex during congruent trials, which is suppressed during incongruent trials, and may reflect attempts to prevent the conflicting spatial location from capturing the corresponding hand action. A third network involves cross-frequency coupling between MFC theta and stimulus-contralateral parietal alpha. Early MFC theta was coupled to parietal alpha that occurred later, during the inter-trial-interval, rendering it less likely that this third network is involved directly in resolving action conflict.

Methods

Participants

Twenty subjects (8 male; aged 20–27) were recruited from the university undergraduate and graduate student population, and volunteered in exchange for course credit or money (€14). Subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no reported history of psychosis, brain disease, or psychiatric illness, and were self-reported right-handed. Subjects provided written consent prior to the start of the experiment, and all experimental procedures were approved by the local ethics committee at the University of Amsterdam.

Task Design

Subjects performed a Simon task, in which a circle was presented to the left or the right visual hemifield (approximately 2.5” in diameter, 6.4” from fixation, at a distance of 90 cm). Subjects were instructed to respond, as quickly as possible, to the color of the stimulus (red and purple circle with left hand; blue and purple circle with right hand).
yellow circle with right hand) while ignoring its location (Figure 1a). Stimuli remained on screen for 200 ms, and subjects had up to 1000 ms thereafter to respond. A randomized inter-trial-interval of between 700 and 1200 ms separated trials. Conflict is induced when the response hand is opposite to the visual hemifield (e.g., red circle on the right side of the screen). Due to trial sequence effects (also called the “Gratton effect”) [49,66], the “conflict effect” (the difference in behavior/brain activity between incongruent and congruent trials) depends on the congruence of the previous trial. Therefore, stimulus color and presentation side were pseudo-randomized such that there was an equal number and distribution of trial pairs: congruent-congruent, incongruent-congruent, congruent-incongruent, and incongruent-incongruent. These four trial types were pseudo-randomized, as was the order of color and stimulus presentation side, such that no consecutive trials contained identical stimulus parameters. Mapping two colors to each hand also avoids stimulus repetition effects [67,68]. In the present study, we separately analyze trials following congruent trials to maximize the conflict effect [11]. We refer to trials in which the stimulus appeared in the “left hemifield” or the “right hemifield.” Note that the expected visual/spatial processing areas will be contralateral to stimulus hemifield. We did not perform any hemifield.`` Note that the expected visual/spatial processing areas which the stimulus appeared in the “left hemifield” or the “right hemifield.”

In the present data, it is apparent that the pattern of RTs and accuracy rates after incongruent trials was different from those following congruent trials (Figure 1b). Finally, all conditions were trial- and RT-matched, such that RT-matched trials were selected from the three (out of four) conditions to match the trial count of the condition with the fewest trials [18].

Because of trial sequence effects, the conflict effect is weak or absent (or sometimes reversed) on trials following incongruent trials [49,66]. In the present data, it is apparent that the pattern of RTs and accuracy rates after incongruent trials was different from those following congruent trials (Figure 1b). Finally, all conditions were trial- and RT-matched, such that RT-matched trials were selected from the three (out of four) conditions to match the trial count of the condition with the fewest trials [18]. This procedure minimizes the possibility of condition differences in EEG activity resulting from differences in trial count or time-on-task (note that these trials were not excluded for behavioral analyses). However, this amounted to removing 30 trials on average per subject (thus, an average of 7.5 trials per condition), so it is unlikely to have altered any effects. Across subjects, an average of 47.66% (standard error: 3.5%) of trials were retained for analyses. There were on average 86.5 (stdev: 30.8) trials per condition for analyses. Although this may seem a strict set of criteria that removed many trials, we can be highly confident that the remaining trials are uncontaminated by EEG or methodological artifacts. The same trials were used for electrode-level analyses, source-space analyses, and behavior analyses (except that Figure 1b also shows results for trials following incongruent trials).

**EEG Acquisition and Preprocessing**

EEG data were acquired at 2048 Hz from 64 BioSemi active electrodes (see www.biosemi.com for hardware details) placed according to the international 10–20 system. Electrode offsets were all kept within normal and acceptable ranges. Additional electrodes were placed to acquire horizontal eye movements and electromyographic signals from the thumbs. Reference electrodes were placed on both earlobes to serve as reference. Offline, EEG data were high-pass filtered at 0.5 Hz and then epoched from −1 to +1.5 seconds surrounding each trial. All trials were visually inspected and those containing EMG or other artifacts not related to blinks were manually removed. Independent components analysis was computed using the eeglab toolbox for Matlab [69] software, and components containing blink/oculomotor artifacts or other artifacts that could be clearly distinguished from brain-driven EEG signals were subtracted from the data.

The following trials were removed prior to analyses: Error trials (those in which subjects pressed the incorrect button or did not make a response) and trials following errors, trials with RTs shorter than 200 ms or longer than three standard deviations above each subject’s median RT, trials with partial errors (details below), trials with horizontal eye movements indicating saccades away from fixation, and the first trial following each rest period. Trials following incongruent trials were analyzed separately because behavioral results showed no conflict effect of trials following incongruent trials, as described above [43,66]. Partial errors are when subjects made the correct response but twitched the muscle corresponding to the incorrect response, and elicit a qualitatively distinct pattern of brain dynamics compared to pure correct responses [70]. We identified a trial as containing a partial error if the Z-transformed derivative of the EMG signal exceeded one standard deviation between 200 ms post-stimulus onset and the actual button press, and if the peak of the partial error was more than two times the largest peak from −300 ms to stimulus onset (this eliminated trials with noisy EMG in the baseline period) [18].

Trials with horizontal eye movements that exceeded 5 standard deviations to either direction relative to pre-stimulus baseline activity were also removed from analyses (HEOG data were first low-pass filtered at 20 Hz). Although ICA may isolate artifacts resulting from horizontal eye movements, in our dataset few subjects had such a component, likely because subjects made relatively few saccades. Furthermore, eliminating those trials rather than correcting for the oculomotor artifact removed trials in which subjects broke fixation.

**EEG Electrode-based Analyses**

Single-trial data were first decomposed into their time-frequency representation by multiplying the power spectrum of the EEG (obtained from the fast-Fourier-transform) by the power spectrum of complex Morlet wavelets $\mu e^{2\pi f t}$, where $t$ is time, $f$ is frequency, which increased from 2 to 60 Hz in 30 logarithmically spaced steps, and $\sigma$ defines the width of each frequency band, set according to $n/(2\pi f)$ where $n$ is the number of wavelet cycles, and increased from 3 to 13 in logarithmic steps), and then taking the inverse fast-Fourier-transform (i.e., frequency-domain convolution). From the resulting complex signal, an estimate of frequency-band-specific power at each time point was defined as the squared magnitude of the result of the convolution $(\text{real}[\hat{z}(t)]^2 + \text{imag}[\hat{z}(t)]^2)$. Power was normalized using a decibel ($\text{dB}$) transform ($\text{dB power} = 10\log_{10}(|power/baseline|)$, where the baseline activity was taken as the average power at each frequency band, averaged across conditions, from −300 to −100 ms pre-stimulus. DB conversion ensures that all frequencies, time points, electrodes, conditions, and subjects are in the same scale and thus comparable. Statistics were performed via t-tests across conditions at each electrode, using a significance threshold of $p<0.00078125$ (0.05/64, thus correcting for multiple comparisons across electrodes) and $p<0.005$ (uncorrected) (respectively, gray and white dots in topographical plots).

Although the focus of the current paper is on the source-space results, we report electrode-level analyses to replicate previously reported effects of conflict manipulations. These findings therefore help anchor the source-space results, and help link the source-space findings to other EEG studies that apply only electrode-level
analyses. For this reason, we limited the electrode-level analyses to the same frequency bands used for the source-level analyses.

EEG Source-based Analyses

Source reconstruction was performed via linear constrained minimum variance beamforming. These analyses were performed in Matlab using published equations [71,72], and for completeness are described here. The idea of beamforming in the context of scalp electrophysiology is to construct a set of electrode weights in which the weighted sum of all electrodes estimates activity generated by a single location (voxel) in the brain. We estimated weights for 15,703 voxels, each 2 mm3, distributed throughout the cortex. The estimate of the source activity at each voxel v is a weighted sum of electrode data: \( Wv \cdot X \), where \( Wv \) are the weights and \( X \) is the electrode data. \( Wv \) is computed according to \( (C^{-1}Lv)(Lv^T C^{-1}Lv)^{-1} \), where \( Lv \) is the leadfield (forward model), or the model of topographical activity given a source at voxel v and orientation that is active with unit gain, \( G \) is the sensor covariance, \( T \) indicates the matrix transpose, and \( -1 \) indicates the inverse (here we used the pseudo-inverse, see next paragraph).

Note that this formulation is similar to a weighted least squares fit, in which the best linear fit of the dependent variable (\( G \), the data covariance) to the independent variable (\( Lv \), the forward model) is computed. Each voxel has three orientations (one radial and two tangential); weights were adjusted towards the optimal power orientation using an approach outlined by Sekihara et al. [73], in which the optimal power value is computed based on the maximum eigenvalue of the source covariance matrix. This approach has been shown to optimize power estimates per voxel [73], and is particularly useful when the subject-specific brain anatomy and electrode positions are uncertain. The leadfield was computed using the openmeeo algorithm [74] using a standard MNI-space anatomical MRI, implemented in the Matlab toolbox BrainStorm [75]. Finally, band-specific power at each voxel is defined as \( Yv = W(CW)^T \).

Because we used ICA to remove noise components from the data, the covariance matrices had reduced rank (generally, 62 rather than the full 64). We therefore used the pseudo-inverse in the equations above. Although this strategy, like noise regularization, results in some increased spatial blurring [76], it is a valid approach for beamforming using low-rank matrices [73]. Note that this did not affect the connectivity analyses (described in the next section), because we did not compute connectivity simultaneously in time or in frequency. Furthermore, condition comparisons will attenuate some spatial blurring.

To increase the signal-to-noise of the source reconstruction analyses, and also to reduce the total number of statistical comparisons, electrode covariance matrices were computed for time-frequency windows (“tiles”) [71]. We used 7 frequency bands (in Hz): 2–4, 4–8, 8–12, 12–30, 30–50, 50–80. Time windows were centered around time-points −200 to 1000 in 50 ms steps. The width of the time windows was related to the frequency band (in ms, with respect to frequency bands): 400, 300, 300, 200, 200, 200. Inhomogeneous time windowing is done because the robustness of covariance based on band-limited data is related to the number of cycles; thus, lower frequency bands should have longer time windows. To band-pass filter the data, we used Matlab’s zero-phase-lag filter function. All trials from all conditions were pooled to compute the weights, and those weights were subsequently applied to condition-specific activity. This helped to further increase signal-to-noise ratio by maximizing the data used to compute weights.

Two features of the source power estimates require some transformation before interpretation and statistical testing. First, power values increase with distance from the scalp (though there are methods for scaling power by distance; [72]). Second, absolute power values are difficult to interpret, partly because of frequency power-law scaling (higher frequencies have lower power), and partly because the dynamics of interest are those specifically elicited by the task. Thus, power values were transformed into decibels, where the baseline period here was taken as the average power from tiles with center times from one half of the covariance window minus 100 ms pre-stimulus onset until 100 ms pre-stimulus onset (for example, for theta power, the baseline was −250 to −100 ms). This was done separately for each frequency band and at each voxel. Prior to statistics, data were spatially smoothed using a 20 mm3 Gaussian kernel (around 3 voxels) [77], which helps minimize inter-subject anatomical/functional variability. Statistical procedures are described below.

Source Space Connectivity

We wished to examine “seeded” connectivity between specified frontal and parietal areas to the rest of the brain, without constraining the analyses to particular voxels or time-frequency tiles. We thus adapted an approach for using a time/frequency/brain region-of-interest as a seed, and correlating power in that seed, across trials, with power in the rest of time/frequency/brain space [46]. Seeds were selected based on a main effect of conflict (for MFC) or an interaction between conflict and stimulus hemifield (for parietal gamma). We extracted the single-trial gamma power from each time/frequency/brain region (defined as the supra-threshold voxels in the analysis of incongruent vs. congruent power), and correlated these cross-trial power fluctuations with power fluctuations in the rest of time-frequency-brain space. This resulted in a time/frequency/brain space of correlation coefficients corresponding to the extent to which cross-trial power fluctuations correlated with cross-trial fluctuations in the seed region.

This is an improvement over previous studies that use power correlations [41,46] because our approach additionally allows the discovery of connectivity that occurs in different time-frequency windows (thus, cross-frequency and cross-time connectivity). Because significant correlations may arise due to fluctuations in global brain activation, we considered only regions in which the correlations were significantly different between incongruent and congruent trials. Statistical procedures were the same as for source power, described in the next section.

There are many different methods for assessing functional connectivity of M/EEG data, and few comprehensive formal comparisons among them. An advantage of the power-based connectivity analysis performed here (which is why we favored it in this study) is that it allows assessment of connectivity over time and frequency. This allowed us to identify, for example, that early parietal conflict-related gamma predicted later conflict-related frontal theta. In contrast, for example, most phase-based connectivity analyses assume simultaneous coupling at identical frequency bands.

Source Space Statistics

Statistics on time-frequency changes in power were performed by map-wise t-tests, using a combination of masking, and pixel- and cluster-level thresholding, all based on non-parametric permutation testing [78,79,80]. The following procedure was done for each time-frequency tile. The first step was to mask voxels based on a significant main effect of task (all conditions pooled) vs. baseline, correcting for multiple comparisons across voxels. At each of 1000 iterations, data were multiplied by −1 for a random half of the subjects. From each iteration, the maximum t-value in
the brain was stored, thus resulting in a distribution of maximum t-values expected under the null hypothesis. Voxels with a t-value greater than 95% of the null distribution maximum t-values were considered significantly task-modulated, and subsequent analyses were performed only on these voxels. With this mask, we proceeded to test condition differences. Permutation testing was again performed by swapping condition labels across subjects. This time, each of 1000 iterations the t-values at each voxel were stored, thus resulting in a null-hypothesis t-value distribution at each voxel. Voxels were considered significant if their actual t-value was greater than 99% of the null t-values (thus, p < 0.01). Finally, we applied cluster-correction. Clusters of voxels were considered significant if there were more voxels per cluster than expected under the null hypothesis at p < 0.05. The following procedure was used to obtain a distribution of cluster sizes under the null hypothesis. At each iteration of permutation testing, the permuted brain map was thresholded at p < 0.01, and the number of voxels in the largest supra-threshold cluster was stored. Because these brain maps reflected statistical results of random shuffling, any supra-threshold cluster would be considered a chance finding. After 1000 iterations, a distribution of maximum cluster sizes under the null hypothesis was created. Clusters in the real thresholded t-maps were discarded if they contained fewer voxels than 95% of null-distribution maximum cluster sizes. We believe that this three-pronged approach sufficiently minimized the possibility of observing spurious effects. Source-space results were thresholded such that only brain voxels that exceeded the significance threshold can be seen in the figures.

Results for all source analyses were viewed using nutmeg [81], a matlab toolbox for beamforming MEG data.
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